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Mobility Scooters can be grouped into three different categories:-
Car Portable Scooters,
Mid Range Pavement Scooters
Large road going scooters.

To make sure that you choose the mobility scooter most appropriate
to your needs and lifestyle, there are a number of things to take into
consideration.

A Car Portable scooter may the right choice if you have the means to
travel independently, can get on and off a scooter without help, and
have the ability to use the controls and steering.
Using the controls will require the constant use of either your fingers or
your thumbs.

Car portable scooters are normally for relatively gentle slopes and level
surfaces.

Light and easy to transport, these scooters usually dismantle into a few
parts or fold to allow you to carry them in a car boot.
You will need to make sure that any car portable scooter you choose
can easily fit into the space available in your car, and that you, or
someone who will be with are physically able to lift the heaviest part
into the boot easily.
The heaviest part is usually around 30 lb to 40 lb (13.5 kg to 18kg).
Folding Scooters are often heavier than this.

If you are unable to lift that weight then a hoist can be fitted to many
cars to do this for you. Please contact us for further details.

Ramps are rarely suitable putting for this type of scooter into the back
of the car due to the low ground clearance requiring a very long ramp
that will be heavier than the scooter to lift.

The size of these vehicles will limit the range that they will be able to
travel between charges and the maximum user weight. (see individual
scooter details)

The battery will need to  be recharged, common practice is to do this
after every time the scooter is used. If you plan on leaving the scooter
in your car, you will need to be able to charge the battery inside the
car, or you will have to carry the battery inside to be charged.

Car Portable Scooters
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4mph

Instore

The 4mph Instore Scooter has many features
which are only normally found on larger
scooters. It includes Delta Bars as standard
and features an excellent splitting mechanism.

Speed 4 mph / 6.4 kph
Battery size 2 x 12v 12 Ah
Overall width 19" / 48 cm
Overall length 42.5" / 108 cm
Heaviest piece 35 lb / 16 kg
Overall weight 95 lb / 43 kg
Max user weight 20st / 130 kg

4mph Plus

Colour Options

Colour Options

The 4mph Instore Plus Scooter has many features
which are only normally found on larger
scooters. It includes Delta Bars as standard
and features an excellent splitting mechanism.
All round suspension, front light and a tiller
charging socket.

Speed 4 mph / 6.4 kph
Battery size 2 x 12v 20 Ah
Overall width 19" / 48 cm
Overall length 42.5" / 108 cm
Heaviest piece 35 lb / 16 kg
Overall weight 95 lb / 43 kg
Max user weight 20st / 130 kg

Colour Options
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Scout Venture

The Scout has many new features which are
only normally found on larger scooters.
Its the first Drive mini scooter to include
Delta Bars as standard, it also features the
next generation Drive splitting mechanism.

Speed
Battery size

Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 20 Ah
23" / 58 cm
19" / 48 cm
42.5” / 108 cm
35lb / 16 kg
97lb / 44kg
20st   / 130kg

Scout Drive Medical

The Scout has many new features which are only normally
found on larger scooters.
It’s the first Drive mini scooter to include Delta Bars as
standard, it also features the next generation Drive splitting
mechanism.

This Scooter also has a comfortable swivel seat, an on-board charger and black non marking
puncture proof tyres.
Also available as a 3 wheel scooter

Speed 4 mph / 6.4 kph
Battery size 2 x 12v 12 Ah or

2 x 12v 20 Ah
Overall width 19" / 48 cm
Overall length 42.5" / 108 cm
Heaviest piece 35 lb / 16 kg
Overall weight 97 lb / 44 kg
Max user weight 20st / 130 kg

Colour Options
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The Explorer was developed to provide the
convenience of a portable scooter with the
comfort of a larger scooter.
It also features 2 x 22Ah MK Batteries; the
largest battery pack in the Drive range of
portable scooters
The Explorer Features excellent all round
suspension and a supreme comfort seat to
provide excellent ride quality.
The Explorer has been developed to ensure a
focus on Comfort, Style, Performance and
Reliability.

Speed
Battery size

Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 22 Ah
23" / 58 cm
24.5" / 62 cm
44” / 112 cm
43lb / 19.5 kg
126lb / 57.2kg
20st   / 130kg

Explorer

Kymco Healthcare

K-Lite

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah
19.5" / 50 cm
40" / 102 cm
31lb / 14 kg
95.4lb / 42 kg
19.7 st / 125 kg

The new KYMCO K-Lite micro mobility
scooter has been designed to give you the
ultimate in transportability, manoeuvrability
and performance. Designed with

         lightweight components and utilising ergonomic
dismantling mechanisms, they have developed one of
the lightest and easiest to use scooters on the market.
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K-Lite Comfort

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah
19.5" / 50 cm
40" / 102 cm
31lb / 14 kg
95.4lb / 42 kg
19.7 st / 125 kg

The new KYMCO K-Lite micro mobility
scooter has been designed to give you the
ultimate in transportability, manoeuvrability
and performance. Designed with

lightweight components and utilising ergonomic
dismantling mechanisms, they have developed one of
the lightest and easiest to use scooters on the market.

Mini ComfortSpeed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 22 Ah
20½" / 52 cm
42½" / 108 cm
42.9 lb / 19.5 kg
3"120 lb / 54 kg
20 st / 127 kg

Compact and manoeuvrable this Mini 4 LS
scooter is perfect to extend your mobility
and allow you to get out and about.
Easy to dismantle, with carrying handles
front and back it Is also easy to lift and
fit into the back of a vehicle.
Available in orange, black, mink, bronze
or blue.
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One Rehab
Liberty

The Liberty ultra lightweight mobility scooter
allows for quick and easy transport in style
and comfort.
The unique front shroud design enables
users of all heights to have a comfortable
and safe seating position guaranteeing user
comfort and control at all times.
Its super lightweight design makes it as easy
into the back of your car and the unique
docking design means you can assemble and
disassemble in literally seconds.

Speed
Battery size
Liberty
Liberty Endurance
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph

2 x 12v 12 Ah or
2 x 12v 21 Ah
19.3" / 49 cm
40.6" / 103 cm
31.9lb / 14.5 kg
92.4lb / 42 kg
21 st    / 135 kg

Colour Options

Vogue

The new Vogue mobility scooter
provides the ultimate in luxury, comfort
and ease of use.
The advanced engineered full front and
rear suspension complete with the fully
adjustable luxury padded seat gives a
fantastically comfortable and enjoyable
driving experience.
The incredibly lightweight design allows
you to quickly and safely lift the scooter
into and out of the boot of your car and
the user-friendly splitting design enables
you to assemble and disassemble the
scooter quickly and easily for transport or
storage.

Speed
Battery size
Vogue
Vogue Endurance
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph

2 x 12v 12 Ah or
2 x 12v 21 Ah
20" / 50 cm
41" / 105 cm
31.9lb / 14.5 kg
78.1lb / 35.5 kg
21 st    / 135 kg
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Illusion

Designed to be light
The new generation Illusion scooter has
been designed and manufactured to be light.
It’s extremely lightweight aircraft-grade
aluminium components combined with the
exceptionally light but powerful lithium
battery pack makes this scooter the lightest
4-wheel, car transportable, full suspension
scooter in the world!

Speed
Battery size
Illusion
Illusion Endurance
Illusion Epic
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph

1 x 24v 10 Ah Lithium
1 x 24v 21 Ah Lithium
1 x 24v 34 Ah Lithium
19" / 49 cm
41" / 103.5 cm
21.8lb / 9.9 kg
67.5lb / 30.7 kg
18 st    / 115 kg

Lithium Vogue

The new Lithium Vogue is a wonderfully
comfortable and fashionable scooter in our
range with full adjustable suspension on
the front and the back which provides a
smoother, and more comfortable ride.
The Lithium Vogue comes as standard with
a 10Ah Lithium battery, a super lightweight
battery box weighing just 3kg, making it
extremely easy to carry to your charging
point. For those who want to travel extra
miles or would just like the assurance of
larger batteries, there is the Endurance
21Ah Lithium Battery Box option, weighing
in at 4.5 kg

4 mph / 6.4 kph

1 x 24v 10 Ah or
1 x 24v 21 Ah
20" / 50 cm
41" / 105 cm
31.9lb / 14.5 kg
95.9lb / 43.6 kg
21 st    / 135 kg

Speed
Battery size
LithiumVogue
LithiumVogue Endurance
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight
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Vantage

The powerful Vantage car transportable
pavement scooter offers an impressive
26 stone user weight capacity and
guarantees a comfortable and trouble
free driving experience with its large
spacious foot deck, supportive deluxe
adjustable seat and full suspension.
With its heavy duty motor and
mechanics the Vantage is able to tackle
inclines and hills with ease giving you
peace of mind whatever the terrain.
Available with the choice of either
pneumatic or solid puncture proof tyres.

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 22 Ah

21" / 54 cm
47" / 120 cm
39.6lb / 18 kg
138.6lb / 63 kg
26 st    / 170 kg

Speed
Battery size

Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

Cruise

The powerful Cruise car transportable
pavement scooter offers an impressive
26 stone user weight capacity and
guarantees a comfortable and trouble
free driving experience with its large
spacious foot deck and supportive
deluxe adjustable seat.
With its heavy duty motor and
mechanics the Cruise is able to tackle
inclines and hills with ease giving you
peace of mind whatever the terrain.
Available with the choice of either
pneumatic or solid puncture proof tyres.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 22 Ah
21" / 54 cm
47" / 120 cm
39.6lb / 18 kg
138.6lb / 63 kg
26 st    / 170 kg
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Electric Mobility

Ultralite 480

The Ultralite 480 is the ultimate transportable
scooter.
With its compact and lightweight design,
the 480 ensures you stay independent at all
times. This scooter has a proven reputation
for outstanding design and reliability.

Easy to transport, the 480 can be dismantled
in seconds; no cables to worry about,
just quick-release locks, convenient lifting

handles and lightweight manageable
components.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah
20" / 51 cm
40" / 102 cm
29 lb / 13.2 kg
90 lb / 41 kg
18 st    / 113 kg

Colour Options

Lithium Vantage

The powerful Vantage car transportable
pavement scooter offers an impressive
26 stone user weight capacity and
guarantees a comfortable and trouble
free driving experience with its large
spacious foot deck, supportive deluxe
adjustable seat and full suspension.
With its heavy duty motor and
mechanics the Vantage is able to tackle
inclines and hills with ease giving you
peace of mind whatever the terrain.
Available with the choice of either
pneumatic or solid puncture proof tyres.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 34 Ah Lithium
21" / 54 cm
47" / 120 cm
39.6lb / 18 kg
138.6lb / 63 kg
26 st    / 170 kg
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Rascal Veo

The Rascal Veo is a robust and highly
manoeuvrable travel scooter that is
great for both indoor and outdoor use.
It has among the best legroom of any
scooter in its class and a really easy to
use ‘take apart’ mechanism.
With its delta-bar tiller and striking
modern styling, the Veo is the ideal
solution if you regularly need to
transport your scooter into the boot of a
car.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 14 Ah
19.9" / 50.5 cm
42.5" / 108 cm
38.3 lb / 17.4 kg
101.9 lb / 45.8 kg
18 st / 113 kg

Colour Options

Rascal Veo Sport

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v    /14 or 22 Ah
23.6" / 60 cm
42.5" / 108 cm
38.3 lb / 17.4 kg
119.7 lb / 58.3 kg
20 st / 129.2 kg

Colour Options

The Veo Sport is fully loaded with features.
A modern, sporty design with class leading
all-round suspension. With 22Ah batteries, a
superb capacity for a scooter of its size,
affording a range of up to 13.5 miles. A padded
delta tiller and luxury seat, detailed with
unique white accent stitching, the Veo Sport is a
real pleasure to ride. The Veo Sport's easy and robust take
apart mechanism allows you to store or drive away with it in the
boot of your car, so it is very practical yet with its distinctive looks,
exclusive all-round suspension, this is the travel scooter with the edge!
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Colour Options

If you are looking for increased legroom, ease of
steering and optimum manoeuvrability, the
enhanced design features of the Liteway Balance
Plus make this the natural choice.

This lightweight, compact scooter features a
two-piece chassis designed to dismantle with
ease and a removable transaxle, all of which fit
comfortably into the boot of a car.
Swivel seat as standard.

Available with an optional battery upgrade to
24Ah, that can give up to a 16 mile range.

Liteway Balance Plus
Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 14 Ah or 24Ah
22.6" / 57.5 cm
42.1" / 107 cm
28.2 lb / 12.8 kg
119 lb / 54 kg
21 st / 136 kg

Colour Options

The Rascal Vista mid-size pavement scooter.
Benefiting from the quick release feature it
dismantles into 6 easy-to-lift sections for
transporting in your car. The compact & slim-line
style offers plenty of legroom yet it is still
extremely robust with generous turning
manoeuvrability, making it ideal for everyday use

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 35Ah
23" / 58.5 cm
46.5" / 118 cm
55.1 lb / 25 kg
163 lb / 74 kg
23.6st    / 150 kg

Vista
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Colour Options

The Liteway 8 is a Class 3, transportable, lightweight,
aluminium frame scooter that has been especially
designed to go the extra mile.

The Liteway 8 provides the benefits of an 8 mph
scooter in terms of comfort and range of travel,
yet offering the convenience of fitting easily into
the boot of most family-sized cars.

The Rascal Liteway 8 Max Grip provides the
versatility of a transportable scooter with the
performance & range of a full Class 3 (road legal)
scooter normally too heavy & cumbersome to transport

Liteway 8
Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

8 mph / 12.8 kph
3 x 12v 14 Ah
23.6" / 60 cm
49.6" / 126 cm
40 lb / 18.1 kg
180.6lb / 82 kg
21 st    / 136 kg

This high performance all-rounder is daringly
different thanks to the unique styling of the
lightweight tubular frame and innovative latch-lock
system on the two-piece chassis.

Thoughtful engineering makes it so easy to
dismantle and stow into an average sized
boot, leaving plenty of room for other
necessities - smaller, individual sections
are easier to lift and provide even greater
flexibility for when storing away purposes are
essential.
Swivel seat as standard.

Available with an optional battery upgrade to 24Ah,
that can give up to a 16 mile range.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weightt

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 14 Ah or 24Ah
22.6" / 57.5 cm
42.5" / 108 cm
32.8 lb / 14.9 kg
124 lb / 56 kg
21 st / 136 kg

Liteway 4 Plus

Colour Options
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Standard Colours

The Go-Go Elite Traveller® LX delivers luxury
and convenient features like a wraparound
delta tiller with a high level charging port,
LED kerb light and large storage basket together
with a compact, easy to transport design.

Sleek styling complements the Go-Go Elite
Traveller LX’s abundant features making it
an exceptional travel mobility choice.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah or 17Ah
19.5" / 49.5 cm
39.5" / 100.3 cm
33.5 lb / 15.2 kg
107 lb / 48.6 kg
19 st / 125 kg

Go-Go Elite Traveller LX

Standard
Colours

The compact design of the Go-Go Elite Traveller®

allows it to easily manoeuvre in tight spaces while
providing stable outdoor performance.

The Go-Go Elite Traveller’s unique design enables it
to be dismantled into 5 pieces with a quick and
simple Feather-touch mechanism enabling a safe
and efficient transition from car boot to on the road.

Go where you want to go, easily, with the
Go-Go Elite Traveller.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah or 18Ah
19.5" / 49.5 cm
39.5" / 100.3 cm
34 lb / 15.4 kg
99 lb / 44.8 kg
21 st / 136 kg

Pride Mobility

Go Go Elite Traveller
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Go Go Elite Traveller Plus Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah or 18Ah
21.2" / 53.7 cm
40.3" / 102.3 cm
35 lb / 16kg
116 lb / 52.6 kg
23 st 3 lb / 147 kg

As part of the ‘Pride® Travel Range’ the
Go-Go Elite Traveller® Plus mobility
scooter features an increase in length
and width, and a weight capacity of
23 Stone 3 lbs (147 kg)
combined with a wraparound delta tiller
to those with limited dexterity to gain
better control of the scooter.

The Go-Go Elite Traveller® Plus is a
feather touch boot scooter, meaning it
can be easily dismantled to fit into most
car boots.

Go-Go Elite Traveller Sport

Standard
Colours

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 18Ah
21.25" / 54 cm
50.5" / 128.3 cm
44 lb / 20 kg
129 lb / 57 kg
23 st 3 lb / 147 kg

Introducing a new type of mobility scooter
with added larger deck space, the Go-Go
Elite Traveller® Sport from the ‘Pride®
Travel Scooter’ range features an
innovative design with a full complement
of unique standard features.
A charger port conveniently located
in the tiller, front and rear LED lighting,
9-inch wheels at front and rear and an
increased weight capacity of
23 Stone 3 lbs. are just a few features
that make the Go-Go Elite Traveller Sport
an exceptional scooter.

Standard Colours
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Standard
Colours

Introducing the first travel mobility
scooter from ‘Pride® Travel Scooter’
range to feature ground breaking
all-round suspension, the Apex Rapid
with CTS Suspension
(Comfort-Trac Suspension) delivers
luxury and convenient features like a
wraparound delta tiller with a high level
charging port, LED kerb light and a
storage basket together with a compact,
easy to transport design.
Sleek styling complements the Apex
Rapid’s abundant features making it an
exceptional travel mobility choice.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12Ah or 18Ah
20.5" / 52.1 cm
41" / 104.1 cm
36.6 lb / 16.6 kg
117.8 lb / 53.4 kg
21 st 6 lb / 136 kg

Apex Rapid

Standard
Colours

Apex Lite

Modern, Lightweight and agile the
Apex Lite from Pride Mobility

The Apex Lite features 8" Alloy style
wheels, detachable frame design and
a comfortable folding seat aiding for
a smoother more enjoyable journey.
The Apex Lite is the perfect travel
partner,
helping you get where you need to
go.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12Ah
19.2" / 49.0 cm
40.2" / 102 cm
33 lb / 15 kg
81.2 lb / 36.9 kg
21 st 6 lb / 136 kg
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Standard
Colours

Apex Alumalite

One of the lightest aluminum travel
scooters on the market! Experience
the convenience of a a lightweight,
compact travel scooter with airline
safe batteries. Easy to put into the
boot, with its heaviest piece
weighing only 11 kg.
The Apex Alumalite, with its
aluminium frame, weighs only
28.8 kg making it Pride’s lightest
four wheeled scooter yet!

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 12Ah Lithium
19.2" / 49 cm
40.2" / 102 cm
24.6 lb / 11.2 kg
71 lb / 32.3 kg
18 st 13 lb / 120 kg

Revo 2.0

The Revo 2.0 a new experience in
enhanced outdoor performance. With 35 Ah
batteries and a 26 Stone 7lbs weight capacity
the Revo 2.0 is easily transportable and
can be disassembled for portability.
The Revo 2.0 features Comfort-Trac
Suspension (CTS) allowing for a smooth,
more enjoyable journey.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 36Ah
21" / 53.3 cm
47" / 119.3 cm
56.8 lb / 25.85 kg
156 lb / 70.9 kg
26 st 7 lb / 170 kg
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Sunrise Medical
Sapphire 2

Designed to give exceptional manoeuvrability
both indoors and out, the Sapphire 2 is a
4mph portable mobility scooter that separates
into 4 easy to manage parts.
Dual handles fitted to the batteries and rear
drive unit make lifting and handling your
mobility scooter safer and more manageable,
whilst powerful LED lights on the front and
rear ensure you're always seen on your
travels.
The ergonomic floor panel design also
provides maximum legroom compared to other
mobility scooters in its class.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 35 Ah
23.2" / 59 cm
47.6" / 121 cm
49.5 lb / 22.5 kg
173.8 lb / 79 kg
23.5 st    / 150 kg

Invacare Colibri

The new Invacare Colibri is a stylish scooter,
designed for those who enjoy their
independence.
Its flexibility means the scooter fits around
your lifestyle whilst being effortless to use.
The scooter can easily be taken apart
without the need for tools and fits neatly
into most car boots.
You can choose from a range of modern
colour panels to match your style.
Option of larger wheels and battery pack

Speed
Battery size

Overall width
Overall length
Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4mph   / 6.4 kph
2 x 12v 12 Ah or
2 x 12v 18Ah
20"      / 50.5 cm
40"      / 101 cm
34lb     / 15.6 kg
97lb     / 44 kg
21 st / 136 kg

Colour Options
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Folding Scooters

Instore
Manual Folding

This lightweight Folding Scooter has been
designed to allow users to simply transport
and store their scooter, making it ideal for
easy travelling.
The Folding Scooter can be easily folded or
unfolded in seconds, providing a quick and
easy transport solution for users on the go.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 6.6 Ah Lithium3" / 58 cm
18" / 46 cm
38” / 96 cm
25.5” / 64 cm
18” / 46 cm
17.5” / 44 cm
51lb / 23.4kg
54lb / 24.8kg
19.7st   / 125kg

Dual Wheel Autofold

This scooter can be easily folded and unfolded by
remote control in under 20 seconds, providing
a quick and easy transport solution for users
on the go. Additional safety features such as
speed reduction when cornering, an auto-stop
function and the anti-slip footwell carpet all
provide further security to users for added
peace of mind.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 7.8 Ah Lithium3" / 58 cm
16" / 41 cm
35” / 89 cm
29.5” / 75 cm
16.5” / 42 cm
16” / 41 cm
44lb / 20kg
47.3lb / 21.5kg
18.0st   / 115kg

Drive Medical
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The lightweight Folding Scooter has been
designed to allow users to simply transport
and store their scooter, making it ideal for
easy travelling.

 Lightweight folding scooter weighing only 27.5kg
 Compact and easy to fit into small car boots
 Easily folded and unfolded in 15 seconds
 Lithium airline friendly battery

4 Wheel Autofold

Knight Electrofold

The Knight ElectroFold Scooter represents a
new level of innovation in our folding
scooter range.
The Knight's eye catching modern design
and innovative new features epitomise this
milestone in scooter development.
Digital LED control panel displaying time and
temperature, in addition to the standard battery
gauge and low/high speed settings
Lightweight airline friendly lithium ion battery pack
Pioneering Laser Drive Technology provides a steering guide when driving in conditions
where visibility is reduced
Pneumatic tyres for a smoother, more comfortable ride
Large footprint provides excellent road holding, not often found on folding scooters.
Folds to a compact size, excellent for transportation and storage
Remote control offers ignition free operation within 1 metre

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 25.9v 10 Ah Lithium3" / 58 cm
24.5" / 62 cm
38” / 96 cm
25.5” / 64 cm
24.5” / 62 cm
17.5” / 44 cm
55lb / 25.5kg
60lb / 27.5kg
19.7st   / 125kg

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 11.5 Ah Lithium3" / 58 cm
23.6" / 60 cm
36.2” / 92 cm
36.3” / 80 cm
27.3” / 60 cm
21.8” /48 cm
56.5lb / 25.7kg
73.5lb / 33.4kg
18.9st   / 120kg

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight
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K-Lite  Folding F

The K-Lite folding scooter is a compact scooter
incorporating the latest technologies in lightweight
materials. electronics and folding mechanisms.
When folded this little scooter can be stored in;
a car boot, aircraft, bus and train storage areas,
or even in a cupboard or storage area at home.
The Seat can be removed to reduce the lifting weight.
The FE has a “Child safe “ personal wireless remote
for folding and unfolding your scooter at a click of
a button.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 10 Ah Lithium
18" / 46 cm
39” / 99 cm
33” / 84 cm
22.5” / 57cm
18.5” / 47 cm
44.4lb / 22kg
50lb / 29.5kg
19st   / 120kg

K-Lite Folding FE

Kymco Healthcare

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 10 Ah Lithium
18" / 46 cm
39” / 99 cm
33” / 84 cm
22.5” / 57cm
18.5” / 47 cm
44.4lb / 22kg
50lb / 29.5kg
19st   / 120kg

The K-Lite folding scooter is a compact scooter
incorporating the latest technologies in lightweight
materials. electronics and folding mechanisms.
When folded this little scooter can be stored in;
a car boot, aircraft, bus and train storage areas,
or even in a cupboard or storage area at home.
The Seat can be removed to reduce the lifting weight.
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A Light, Portable and Easy to Fold Scooter

The Pride® Quest Folding Scooter is perfect for
the active lifes offering great performance indoors
and out at a maximum speed of 4mph.
The Quest provides a comfortable ride and a
simple easy-fold system.
The Quest is portable and adjusts to fit perfectly
inside any small space.
The Quest is sleek, stylish and extremely easy
to operate.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weigh

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 11.5Ah
19.1" / 48.5 cm
36.6" / 93 cm
33”           / 7 5 cm
22.5”        / 48 cm
18.5” /45 cm
50.6 lb / 23 kg
60.3lb / 27.4 kg
18 st    / 115 kg

Standard Colours

Quest

Globe Trotter

The Globe Trotter is an advanced lightweight
automatic electric folding scooter.It has been
designed and manufactured for the busy
traveller, folding down toa compact size for
a simple storage solution.  It can be easily
folded andunfolded by a remote-control
key fob in just 10 seconds, providing a quick
andeasy transport solution for users on the go.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 10 Ah Lithium
21" / 54 cm
39.5" / 100 cm
26”          / 66 cm
21.2”       / 54 cm
18.1”       /46 cm
57.2lb / 26 kg
61.6lb / 28 kg
18 st    / 115 kg

Colour Options

One Rehab

Pride Mobility
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The Invacare Scorpius A has been specifically
designed for individuals who wish to maintain an
active, independent lifestyle without compromising
on space. Ideal for daily use, and fully flight safe,
these folding mobility scooters are also the perfect
travel companion for those who wish to take their
scooter abroad.
Scorpius A can be compactly folded in under 10
seconds with the single push of a button, or by using
the remote control provided.

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 11.6 or 17.4 Ah Lithium
19.7" / 50 cm
37.9” / 96.2 cm
30.3” / 77 cm
20” / 51 cm
19.7” / 50 cm
59lb / 27.2kg
67.5lb / 30.6kg
18st   / 115kg

Scorpius A

4 mph / 6.4 kph
1 x 24v 11.6 Ah Lithium
20" / 51.2 cm
37.5” / 95.3 cm
30.5” / 77.5 cm
21.3” / 54 cm
20” / 51.2 cm
55.4lb / 25.2kg
61.6lb / 28kg
18st   / 115kg

The Rascal Smilie is a brand new transportable 4mph
scooter which folds down in a few easy steps, its
easy-to-fold mechanism allows you to fold the Smilie
manually for easy transportation and storage.
Perfect for life at home & on the move.

The Rascal Smilie Auto is a brand new transportable
4mph scooter which folds down automatically with the
click of a button requiring minimal handling from the
user. The compact scooter makes for easy
transportation and storage. Perfect for life at home
& on the move.

Smilie &
Smilie Auto

Speed
Battery size
Overall width
Overall length
Folded dimensions

Heaviest piece
Overall weight
Max user weight

Electric Mobility

Invacare
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Scooter Prices 2020
In Store

4mph         £   525
4mph Plus        £  675

Drive Medical

Scout £   690
Scout Venture £   760
Explorer £   865

Kymco

K-Lite £   675
K-Lite Comfort £   825
Mini Comfort £   915
Mini Comfort (pneumatic) £   990

One Rehab
Liberty         £   675
Liberty Endurance       £   795
Vogue         £   750
Vogue Endurance       £   870
Lithium Vogue        £ 1125
Lithium Vogue Endurance      £ 1350
Illusion        £ 1500
Illusion Endurance       £ 1725
Illusion Epic        £ 1950
Cruise         £   900
Vantage Pneumatic tyres      £   975
Vantage Solid tyres      £ 1000
Lithium Vantage Pneumatic tyres    £ 2145
Lithium Vantage Solid tyres     £ 1455

Electric Mobility (Rascal)
Ultralight 480 £   700
Veo £   660
Veo Sport 14Ah £   825
Veo Sport 22Ah £   855
Veo Sport pneumatic tyres 14Ah £   835
Veo Sport pneumatic tyres 22Ah £   865
Vista £ 1240
Liteway Balance Plus 14Ah £ 1240
Liteway Balance Plus 22Ah £ 1315
Liteway 4 Plus 14Ah £ 1275
Liteway 4 Plus 22Ah £ 1350
Liteway 8 £ 2290

Sunrise Medical

Sapphire 2               £ 1180

Invacare
Colibri small wheel 12Ah £    805
Colibri large wheel 18Ah £    835
Scorpius A £ 1890

Please note all prices
are excluding VAT and
are prices starting from.
Final price will depend
on exact specification
of scooter and options
chosen
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Pride Mobility

GoGo Elite Traveller 4 12Ah £   710
GoGo Elite Traveller 4 17Ah £   745
GoGo Elite Traveller LX 12Ah £   750
GoGo Elite Traveller LX 17Ah £   775
GoGo Elite Traveller Plus 3 17Ah £   775
GoGo Elite Traveller Plus 4 17Ah £   800
GoGo Elite Traveller Sport £   935
Apex Lite £   660
Apex Rapid 12Ah £   800
Apex Rapid 17Ah £   835
Apex Alumalite £ 1950
Quest £ 1835
Revo 2.0 Solid tyres £ 1200
Revo 2.0 Pneumatic tyres £ 1230

Folding Scooter Prices 2020
In Store

Manual Folding       £  1425

Drive Medical

Dual Wheel Autofold £ 2055
4 Wheel Autofold £ 1980
Knight Electrofold £ 2700

Kymco

K-Lite Folding F £ 1465
K-Lite Folding FE £ 1690

One Rehab

Globe Trotter       £ 1800

Electric Mobility (Rascal)

Smilie 11.6Ah £ 1950
Smilie 17.4Ah £ 2100
Smilie Auto 11.6Ah £ 2250
Smilie Auto 17.4Ah £ 2400

Pride Mobility

Quest £ 1835

Invacare

Scorpius A £ 1890
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Forr  Mobility
is located on a farm near Ashford.

Our large showroom has ample parking by the door.

Why not ring and see what we can offer. or come for a
look around our Showroom.

Showroom opening  hours are:

Monday to Friday  09:30 to 16:30

Saturdays         Closed
Sundays
Bank Holidays
and Bank Holiday
Weekends

Tel  01233 721589

e-mail
info@forrmobility.co.uk

website
www.forrmobility.co.uk


